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Abstract

We introduce the notion of minimal open sets in a generalized
topological space (). We investigate some of their fundamental
properties and proved that any subset of a minimal open set on a
GTS ( ) is a -preopen set.
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1. Introduction

Generalized topological spaces and generalized open sets play a very impor-
tant role in almost all branches of pure and applied mathematics, specially
in General Topology, indeed for the last one decade or so, the research
are concerned with the investigations of generalized topological spaces and
several classes of generalized types of open sets.

The concepts of minimal open sets and maximal closed sets in topolog-
ical spaces were introduced and considered by Nakaoka and Oda in [6] and
[7]. More precisely, in 2001, Nakaoka and Oda [7] characterized the notions
of minimal open sets and proved that any subset of a minimal open set is
preopen. Also, as an application of a theory of minimal open sets, they ob-
tained a su±cient condition for a locally ¯nite space to be a pre-Hausdor®
space. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new class of -open sets
called minimal -open set in generalized topologies and investigate some
of their fundamental properties and proved that any subset of a minimal
open set on a GTS ( ) is a -preopen set. Finally, we proof that this
new concept of minimal -open set in generalized topologies, generalize the
concepts of minimal open [7] (respectively minimal -open [2], minimal -
semiopen [3], minimal -open [11], minimal-open [5], minimal  -open
[4]) set.

Let  be a nonempty set and 2 denotes the power set of . Then
 ½ 2 is called a generalized topology (brie°y GT) on  [1] if and only
if ; 2  and  2  for  2  6= ; implies S2  2 . We call the pair
( ) a generalized topological space (brie°y GTS). The elements of  are
called -open sets and the complements are called -closed sets. The gen-
eralized closure of a subset  of , denoted by (), is the intersection
of all -closed sets containing , and the generalized interior of , denoted
by (), is the union of all -open sets contained in . A subset  of
a GTS () is called a -preopen set if  ½ (()). It is observed
that a large number of papers are devoted to the study of -open sets like
open sets of topological space, possessing properties more or less similar to
those of open sets as we can mention some of them:
1. if  µ , then () µ () and () µ ().
2. if  2 , then () =  .
3. for any  ½ , (()) = (),  µ () and () µ .
4. for any  subsets of  , () [ () µ ( [).
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2. Minimal -open sets

De¯nition 2.1. A proper nonempty -open set  of a GTS () is called
a minimal -open set if  \ = ; or  ½ for any  2 .

Remark 2.2. Observe that in a GTS (). If a proper nonempty subset
 of  is not a minimal -open set, then there exists a nonempty -open
set  such that  \  6= ; and  6µ  .

The following example shows a generalized topological space with a
minimal -open set.

Example 2.3. Let R be the set of real numbers and the GT

 = f;R f0gg [ fR n fxg : x 6= 0g 

that f0g is a minimal -open.

In topological spaces, Nakaoka and Oda [7], de¯ned the minimal open
sets as follows: A nonempty open set  of  is said to be a minimal open
set if and only if any open set which is contained in  is ; or  . In our
case, the de¯nition of minimal open sets in generalized topologies is the
characterization given by Nakaoka and Oda [7] in Lemma 2.2(i), the reason
is that in generalized topologies, we don't need stability for the intersec-
tion and we can obtain similar results on generalized topologies of minimal
-open sets.

Remark 2.4. It is important to note that in the article [8], authors work
with maximal -open and minimal -closed sets, however, in the article
under development, we study minimal -open sets. Now these notions are
independent as we can see:
In Example 2.4 of [8], the set  = f g is maximal -open but is

not minimal -open according with De¯nition 2.1; in the same form, the
set  = fg is not maximal -open but it is minimal -open according
with De¯nition 2.1. In consequence, both concepts are independent. In the
same form, the concepts of minimal -closed set [8] and minimal -open
according with De¯nition 2.1 are independent.

Theorem 2.5. Let  be a minimal -open set of a GTS (), then any
-open set contained in  is ; or  .
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The following example shows, the converse of Theorem 2.5 is not nec-
essarily true.

Example 2.6. Let R be the set of real numbers and

 = f;g [ f ½ R : (01] ½ Aor [1 2) ½ Ag 
Then,  is a GT on R. Observe that (0 1] 2  and the only -open

sets contained in (0 1] are ; and (0 1] itself, while (0 1] is not a minimal
-open, because [1 2) is a -open set such that (0 1] \ [1 2) 6= ; and (0 1]
is not contained in [1 2).

Now, if we consider a topological space ( ) and choose an adequate
generalized topology  on , we obtain well known classes of minimal open
sets using the De¯nition 2.1 as we can see.

1. The notion of minimal open set [7], is obtained when we choose the
GT  as a topology on .

2. The notion of minimal -open [2], is obtained when we choose the
GT  as the collection of all -open subsets of .

3. The notion of minimal -semiopen [3], is obtained when we choose
the GT  as the collection of all -semiopen subsets of .

4. The notion of minimal -open [11], is obtained when we choose the
GT  as the collection of all -open subsets of  .

5. The notion of minimal -open [5], is obtained when we choose the
GT  as the collection of all -open subsets of .

6. The notion of minimal -open [4], is obtained when we choose the
GT  as the collection of all -open subsets of  .

Remark 2.7. Note that our de¯nition of minimal -open set in a gener-
alized topology, generalize a well known classes of minimal open sets that
appear in the literatura, as we can see: [7], [2], [3], [11], [5], [4]. Also with
this new de¯nition of minimal -open set in a generalized topology, we can
introduce new classes of minimal open sets, for example the class of min-
imal semi open sets [9] or the class of minimal pre-open sets [10]. In the
¯rst case, choose the GT  as the collection of all semiopen subsets of .
In the second case, choose the GT  as the collection of all preopen subsets
of .

Theorem 2.8. Let  be a minimal -open set of a GTS (). If  is an
element of  , then  ½ for any -open  such that  2 .
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Proof. If  is a -open set such that  2  , then  \ 6= ;. Thus,
by De¯nition 2.1,  ½ . ��

Theorem 2.9. Let  be a minimal -open set of a GTS ( ). Then,

 =
Tf :  2  and 2g

for any element  of  .

Proof. By Theorem 2.8,  ½  for any -open  such that  2  ,
hence  ½ Tf :  2  and 2 g. Since  is a -open set containing
, the result follows. ��

Theorem 2.10. Let  be a -open set of a GTS (). The following
are equivalent:

(1)  is a minimal -open set.

(2)  ½ () for any nonempty subset  of  .

(3) () = () for any nonempty subset  of  .

Proof. (1))(2). Let  2  ,  any nonempty subset of  and  any
-open set containing , then  ½  and hence  =  \  ½  \ .
Then,  \  6= ; and therefore  is an element of (). It follows that
 ½ ().

(2))(3). For any nonempty subset  of  , () ½ (). On the
other hand, by (2), () ½ (()) = (). Therefore, () = ()
for any nonempty subset  of  .

(3))(1). Suppose that  is not a minimal -open set. Then by Remark
2.2, there exists a nonempty -open set  such that  \ 6= ; and  6µ  .
Hence, there exists an element  2  such that  2  . Then we have
(fg) ½  n  . By (3), (fg) = ( ), hence  \  ½  \ ( ) =
 \ (fg) ½  \  n  = ;, and therefore  \  = ;, which is a
contradiction. ��

Theorem 2.11. Let  be a minimal -open set of a GTS (). Then
any nonempty subset  of  is a -preopen set.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.10(2),  ½ () for any nonempty subset  of
 . It follows that  ½ (()), because then  = () ½ (()). ��

Example 2.12. Let R be the set of real numbers and the GT

 = f;RQg [ fR n fxg : x 2 (R nQ)[ f0gg 

Observe that all subsets of Q are -preopen but Q is not a minimal -open
set.

Theorem 2.13. Let () be a GTS,  be a nonempty -open set and
any nonempty subset of . If there exists a -open  , such that  ½
and  ½ ()[ (), then  [ is a -preopen set for any nonempty
subset  of  .

Proof. By Theorem 2.10 (3), () = (). Since

 ½ ½ () [ () = () [ () ½ ( [ )
therefore,  ½ = ( ) ½ (( [ )).
On the other hand,  ½  ½ () ½ ( )[ () ½ ( [), and

 ½ () ½ ( [ ). Therefore,  [  ½ (( [ )). ��

Corollary 2.14. Let ( ) be a GTS,  be a nonempty -open set and
any nonempty subset of . If there exists a -open  , such that  ½
and  ½ (), then  [  is a -preopen set for any nonempty subset
 of  .

Proof. By hypothesis,  ½ () ½ ( ) [ (). So by Theorem
2.13,  [  is a -preopen set. ��
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of De¯nition 2.1.

Corollary 2.15. Let  be a minimal -open set of a GTS (). If  2 
and  =

Tf :  2   2g, then  \ = ; or  ½ .

Proof. Let  =
Tf :  2   2 g, then  \  =

Tf \ :
 2   2 g. Observe that, by De¯nition 2.1,  \ = ; or  ½ 
for any -open set  , then  \  = ; or  ½ . ��
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3. Finite -open sets

In this section, we study some properties of minimal -open sets in ¯nite
-open set and -locally ¯nite spaces.

De¯nition 3.1. Let () be a GTS, we say that  satis¯es the general-
ized interior nonempty property (brie°y g.i.n.e. property) if for any ¯nite
collection fg�’ �� of nonempty -open sets such that

T
�’ ��  6= ;, satis¯es

 (
T
�’ �� ) 6= ;.

Example 3.2. Every topology is a GT that satis¯es the g.i.n.e. property.

Now, we have in the following example a GT that satis¯es the g.i.n.e.
property but it is not a topology.

Example 3.3. Let R be the set of real numbers and the GT

 = f;R f0gg [ fR n fxg : x 6= 0g 

Observe that if fg�’ �� is a collection of nonempty elements of  then
0 2 T

�’ ��  and therefore  (
T
�’ �� ) 6= ;, but  is not a topology, because,

if we take R n f1g and R n f2g, (R n f1g)\ (R n f2g) = R n f12g is not a
-open set.

Theorem 3.4. Let ( ) be a GTS that satis¯es the g.i.n.e. property and
 be a nonempty ¯nite set of  such that ( ) 6= ;. Then there exists at
least one (¯nite) minimal -open set  such  ½ ( ).

Proof. If ( ) is a minimal -open set, write  = ( ). If ( )
is not a minimal -open set, then there exists a -open set  such that
( ) \ 6= ; and ( ) 6µ  . Observe ( ) \ is a proper subset of
( ) and ( ),  are nonempty -open sets with ( ) \ 6= ;. Take
�� = ( \ ), then �� is a ¯nite -open set and �� is a proper subset
of ( ). Now using the g.i.n.e. property, we obtain that �� 6= ;. If �� is
minimal -open, write set  = ��.
If �� is not a minimal -open, continuing with the process, there exists

a ¯nite -open set �2 such that ; 6= �2 is a proper subset of �� and �� is a
proper subset of  . Continuing this process, we have a sequence of -open
sets

( ) ¾ �� ¾ �2¾  ¾  ¾ 
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Since ( ) is a ¯nite set, this process only we can do it ¯nitely. Then,
¯nally we get a minimal -open set  =  for some positive integer n. ��
The following example shows that the g.i.n.e. property can not be

removed in the Theorem 3.4.

Example 3.5. Let R be the set of real numbers and the GT,

 = f;g [ f ½ R : jAj ¸ 3g 
where jj denote the cardinality of . Observe that (R ) does not satisfy
the g.i.n.e. property. If we take  = f1 2 3 4g then () =  6= ; but 
does not contain any minimal -open set.

De¯nition 3.6. A GTS ( ) is said to be -locally ¯nite if any of its
points is contained in a ¯nite -open set.

Example 3.7. Consider R with the GT

 = f ½ R : 0 2 A or 1 2 Ag [ f;g
Observe that (R ) is -locally ¯nite, because for each  2 R, f 0g is a
¯nite -open set containing .

Theorem 3.8. Let ( ) be a GTS that is -locally ¯nite and satis¯es
the g.i.n.e. property. Let  be any nonempty -open set. Then there exists
at least one ¯nite minimal -open set  such that  ½  .

Proof. Since  is a nonempty set, there exists an element  of  . Since
 is -locally ¯nite and () satis¯es the g.i.n.e. property, we have a
¯nite -open set  such that  2 . Since  \  is a ¯nite set and
nonempty, then using Theorem 3.4, we get a minimal -open set  such
that  ½ ( \ ) ½  \  ½  . ��

Theorem 3.9. Let ( ) be a GTS that satis¯es the g.i.n.e. property and
 any nonempty ¯nite -open set which is not a minimal -open set. If
f�� �2  g is the set of all minimal -open set in  and  is an element
of  n (�� [ �2[  [ ) and  =

Tf :  2   2 g, then there
exists a positive integer  2 f1  g such that  ½ .
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Proof. Assume that  6µ  for any positive integer  2 f1  g. By
Corollary 2.15, \ = ; for any minimal -open  ½  . Since  ½  ,
hence  is a ¯nite nonempty set and () 6= ;. By Theorem 3.4, there
exists a nonempty minimal -open set  0 such that  0 ½ . Since 

0 ½
 ½  ,  0 is a minimal -open set in  . Follows that \ 0 ½ \ = ;
for any minimal -open set . Therefore 

0 6=  for any positive integer
 of f1  g. This contradicts our assumption. ��

Corollary 3.10. Let ( ) be a GTS that satis¯es the g.i.n.e. property
and  a ¯nite nonempty -open set which is not a minimal -open set. If
f�� �2  g is the set of all minimal -open set in  and  an element
of  n (�� [�2[  [), then there exists a positive integer  2 f1  g
such that  ½ for any -open  containing .

Proof. Observe that  =
Tf :  2   2 g, then the result

follows from Theorem 3.9. ��

Corollary 3.11. Let ( ) be a GTS that satis¯es the g.i.n.e. property
and  be a nonempty ¯nite -open set which is not a minimal -open set.
If f�� �2  g is the set of all minimal -open set in  and  an element
of  n (�� [�2[  [), then there exists a positive integer  2 f1  g
such that  is an element of ().

Proof. By Corollary 3.10, there exists a positive integer  2 f1  g
such that  ½ for any -open set containing . Therefore \ 6= ;
for any -open set  such that  2 . And the result follows. ��

Theorem 3.12. Let () be a GTS that satis¯es the g.i.n.e. property, 
be a nonempty ¯nite -open set and for each  2 f1  g,  is a minimal
-open set contained in  . The following are equivalent:

(1) f�� �2  g is the set of all minimal -open sets in  .

(2)  ½ (�� [ �2[  [ ) for any nonempty subset  of  for
 2 f1  g.

(3) () = (�� [ �2[  [ ) for any nonempty subset  of  for
 2 f1  g.
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Proof. (1))(2). If  is a minimal -open set, by Theorem 2.10,  ½
() for any subset  of  with  2 f1  g. Therefore

 ½ (��)[ (�2) [  [ () ½ (�� [ �2[  [ )
Otherwise, if  is not a minimal -open set, and  is any element of

 ¡ (�� [ �2[  [ ), by Theorem 3.11, there exists a positive integer
 2 f1  g such that  2 () ½ (��)[(�2)[[(). Therefore,
by Theorem 2.10,

 ½ (��) [ (�2)[  [ () = (��) [ (�2) [  [ () ½
(�� [ �2[  [ )

(2))(3). For any nonempty subset  of  with  2 f1  g, we have
�� [ �2[  [  ½ �� [ �2[  [ ½ 

and therefore, (�� [ �2[  [ ) ½ (). On the other hand, by (2),
we see

() ½ ((�� [ �2[  [ )) = (�� [ �2[  [ ).
Therefore, () = (�� [�2[ [) for any nonempty subset  of

 with  2 f1  g.
(3))(1). Suppose that  is a minimal -open set in  and  6=  with

 2 f1  g. Then  \ () = ; for each  2 f1  g. It follows that,
any element of  is not contained in (�� [�2[ [). This contradicts
the condition (3), because  ½  ½ () = (�� [ �2[  [ ). ��

Theorem 3.13. Let () be a GTS that satis¯es the g.i.n.e. property,
 a nonempty ¯nite -open set and f�� �2  g the collection of all
minimal -open sets in  . If  is any subset of  n(��[�2[ [) and 
is any nonempty subset of  for each  2 f1  g, then [��[�2[[
is a -preopen set.

Proof. By Theorem 3.12(2),

 ½ (�� [ �2[  [ ) ½ ( [ �� [ �2[  [ ).
Since  is a -open set, then

 [ �� [ �2[  [  ½  = () ½ (( [ �� [ �2[  [ )).
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And the result follows. ��

De¯nition 3.14. Let () be a GTS.  is said to be -pre-Hausdor®
space if for each pairs   2  , with  6= , there exist -preopen sets 
such that  2  ,  2  and  \  = ;.
Example 3.15. The GTS given in the Examples 3.5 and 3.7 are -pre-
Hausdor® spaces.

Example 3.16. The GTS given in Example 2.3 is not a -pre-Hausdor®
space.

Theorem 3.17. Let () be a GTS -locally ¯nite that satis¯es the
g.i.n.e. property. If any minimal -open set of  has at least two elements,
then  is a -pre-Hausdor® space.

Proof. Let   be two elements of  such that  6= . Since  is
-locally ¯nite space, there exist a ¯nite -open sets  and  such that
 2  and  2  . By Theorem 3.4, consider f�� �2  g the set of all
minimal -open sets in  and f�� �2  g the set of all minimal -open
set in  . Then we analyze the following three cases:
Case 1. If there exists  2 f1  g and  2 f1 2 g such that  2 

and  2 , then, by Theorem 2.11, fg and fg are disjoint -preopen sets
containing  and , respectively, the result follows.
Case 2. If there exists  2 f1  g such that  2  and  2 

for any  2 f1 g, then we ¯nd an element  of  for each  2
f1 g such that fg and f �� �2  g are -preopen sets and fg\
f �� �2  g = ;. By Theorems 2.11 and 3.13 and the hypothesis, the
result follows.
Case 3. If  2  for any  2 f1  g and  2  for any  2

f1 g, then we ¯nd elements  2  and  2  for each   such that
f �� �2  g and f �� �2  g are -preopen sets and f �� �2  g\
f �� �2  g = ;. By Theorem 3.13 and the hypothesis, the result fol-
lows. ��
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